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James Barr. The Concept of Biblical Theology: An Old Testament Perspec-
tive. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1999. xvii + 715 pp.; $48.00. ISBN
0-8006-3191-9.

In his Preface to The Concept of Biblical Theology, James Barr states that this
work is “neither a survey nor a history” of biblical theology but a discussion of the
concept itself. His main focus is the “contested character of biblical theology.” He
genuinely attempts to remain true to this quandary, and he uses many categories
and definitions as well as work by other biblical scholars to flesh out what this
ostensibly perplexing subject actually entails. In the first part of the book, he
attempts mainly to distinguish biblical theology from various other disciplines
with which it occasionally overlaps (e.g., doctrinal theology, history of religions,
etc. The issue of biblical theology's distinction from dogmatic theology in partic-
ular runs as an undercurrent throughout the work.). Barr analyzes four older mod-
els of biblical theology as well as suggesting ways it could advance. For the second
part, he discusses several more recent biblical theologians and intersperses these
discussions with chapters on various biblical theology topics such as natural the-
ology and non-canonical literature. Not surprisingly he directs his most virulent
criticism toward Brevard Childs and the canonical approach. He ends, however,
on a positive note for the future of biblical theology, maintaining that if it stays
within the boundaries as he has drawn them, it will be a very fruitful enterprise.

Despite his disclaimer of not writing a survey or history, Barr has admirably
tried to include many authors and to analyze the “contested nature of biblical
theology” with as many categories and nuances as possible. Trying to make one's
way through this forest, however, is needlessly complex. In the preface, Barr
notes that this book originated with a series of lectures. This is painfully obvi-
ous throughout the entire work in at least three areas: in needless repetitions
(especially in discussing Childs, but it occurs throughout) both within chapters
and topics but also in the overall structure, in phrasing that is obviously spoken
and not transformed into a written style (for example, using “pretty” as an adverb
instead of “very”), and in the unnecessary references to himself, his teaching
positions, and the various scholars he mentions as his friends. All of these things
can work in a lecture; they do not work in a book. The structure also feels
notably haphazard. For example, why not make a coherent sub-section of the
canonical approach, the Apocrypha, the non-canonical literature and the pan-
biblical approach? They all more or less address the material itself, so why spread
them out over ten chapters interspersed with the biblical theologies of individ-
ual scholars? And whence the second chapter on natural theology? If he deemed
it necessary to view its place within biblical theology and not just in contrast to
it, would not this chapter belong next to the chapter on story as another element
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within interpretation? A more ruthless and careful editing hand could have
reduced this manuscript to half the size (at least) without losing the main concerns,
and therefore made it a far more direct, thought-provoking work. While one of
Barr's missions with this work is to distinguish biblical theology from doctrinal
theology, his barely disguised hostility to dogmatic theology, to say nothing of
his reductive understanding of the purpose of dogmatics, starts on page three
and grows increasingly wearisome over the next 604 pages. There is no sense that
dogmas, and the mysteries they protect against reductionism, could actually
open the meaning of a text. While describing one of the basic assumptions made
by most biblical theologians, Barr states “[the theology of the Bible] is something
that has still to be discovered. One is looking for it, rather than simply restating
something that has been handed down from the past” (3). Of course, in study-
ing a text, a scholar hopes to discover as yet unseen connections and insights,
but what has been handed down to us is not an automatic blinder. Why are pre-
vious insights from, say, a history of religions approach not considered as blind-
ing? They easily could be. This sort of bias wears thin as well as limits the possi-
bilities for seeing what is in the text by looking at it from many angles, not just
an ostensibly neutral one.

The biggest problem, however, is that on p. 4, Barr gives his succinct, no-
nonsense definition of biblical theology. “The term ‘biblical theology' has clarity
only when it is understood to mean theology as it existed or was thought or believed
within the time, languages, and cultures of the Bible itself.” This statement is
echoed again on p. 208 (and in the conclusion) where he gives a similar but more
extended definition. A biblical theologian must bracket belief and must not relate
the texts to modern situations but more or less keep vigil over the accurate or inac-
curate use of the texts in line with their original meaning. While I applaud Barr's
positive assessment of objectivity, we see again his assumption that an unbracketed
faith commitment necessarily clouds the scholar's vision. A true faith commitment,
according to Barr, leads a biblical theologian to bracket it (the faith commitment)
in order to be objective. But more to the point, since Barr has already decided that
biblical theology is the study only of theology as it existed in the time these texts
were written, why all the play at nuance? Barr craves for the definition of biblical
theology to be a highly complex affair, but his own definition is so startlingly clear
and simple that the reader is left wondering how and why this massive book. He
also tends to break with his own methodology when a subject seems too uncom-
fortable. For example, in discussing the attempt to see connections between the OT
and the NT within biblical theology, he mentions that modern scholarship
destroyed the old understandings of typology and predictive prophecy (a move of
which Barr appears to approve). Since then, biblical theologians have constantly
looked for new ways to bridge the gap. However, if these were two of the central
ways that the theology of the time was thought and believed within the biblical
languages and cultures, should they not at least be considered for examination?

Barr does give an overview of the development of the concept of biblical
theology and most of the theologians who played significant roles in it. In the
first few chapters the reader does get a sense of the different approaches, moti-
vations and problems associated with the discipline. The text, however, is simply
too sprawling and repetitive and clouded to have the “innovative impact” (468)
which Barr assumes it will have.

Sydney Palmer
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B. Doyle. The Apocalypse of Isaiah Metaphorically Speaking: A Study of the
Use, Function and Significance of Metaphors in Isaiah 24-27 (Bibliotheca
Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium, 151). Leuven: Leuven Uni-
versity Press/Peeters, 2000. xii + 473 pp. ISBN 90-429-0888-2.

Since a number of decades, the phenomenon of metaphor enjoys the atten-
tion of linguists, literary theorists, but also exegetes. Metaphor is no longer seen
as a mere decoration of language, but as a fundamental way in which people
speak and think, and is thus an important element in the meaning of language
and of texts. In this revision of his Louvain doctoral dissertation (promotor:
W. A. M. Beuken), D. tries to understand what effect the metaphors used in
Isa 24–27 have on the meaning of this ‘Apocalypse of Isaiah'. He first offers a
brief status quaestionis of the main exegetical problems of the chapters in question,
hoping that a thorough examination of their metaphors might help to solve
these problems. In close dialogue with three, quite divergent earlier treatments
of biblical metaphor (Bourguet, Stienstra and Macky), the author then devel-
ops some theoretical thoughts on metaphor, as well as a method for the actual
metaphorical analysis of his corpus. The systematic analysis of the four Isaian
chapters constitutes the gist of this thorough study. Each pericope in which
metaphors occur is treated according to the same pattern: 1) the delimitation
of the metaphorical statement; 2) the formal, syntactic and semantic indicators
pointing to the presence of metaphors in the pericope; 3) a typological classifi-
cation of the metaphors; 4) the author's purpose in using the metaphors, along
with an interpretation of the latter's meaning. In his concluding remarks, D.
addresses the exegetical issues raised in the status quaestionis, showing how a cor-
rect interpretation of the text's metaphors can shed a new light on these cruces.
D.'s major conclusion is that the Apocalypse of Isaiah is governed by one over-
arching metaphor, viz., ‘YHWH is the husband of his people', which “serves to
unify the textual complex and might thus be considered to be a unifying redac-
tional principle” of the Apocalypse (371). An appendix with a text-grammatical
analysis of the chapters concludes the book. – D.'s book is a meticulous ana-
lytical investigation, which clearly shows the relevance of the applied study of
metaphor for biblical exegesis. New theoretical insights into or methodological
approaches to, the functioning of (biblical) metaphor will not be found in this
book, but this was not the author's intention.

Pierre J. P. Van Hecke

Richard N. Longenecker (ed.) The Challenge of Jesus' Parables (McMaster
New Testament Studies). Grand Rapids, MI/Cambridge: W. B. Eerdmans,
2000. xii + 324 pp.; $28.00. ISBN 0-8028-4638-6.

The Challenge of Jesus' Parables appears in a relatively new series designed
to address New Testament themes of contemporary relevance. The series aims
to provide material based on sound biblical scholarship with a pastoral focus.
Directed towards “intelligent lay people, theological students, and ministers,” it
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does not utilize footnotes, but sometimes includes parenthetical references.
Indices of Subjects, Authors, and Scripture and Ancient Literature are provided.

In view of the abundance of scholarly material available on the parables,
the justification for yet another treatment is that “Jesus' parables need a more
responsible scholarly treatment and better personal applications than they usu-
ally receive in either scholarly writings or the popular press.” The scholars who
have contributed to this volume reflect British and North American perspectives.
The volume is divided into four sections, the first providing general background
and the other three treating, respectively, the themes of kingdom, warning and
preparedness, and Christian life.

Klyne Snodgrass opens with a discussion of the history of interpretation
of the parables in the form of a broad survey which is intended to provide per-
spective without being exhaustive. However authors whom he apologizes for
not including do appear in other chapters. Robert Stein considers the genre of
the parables in the second chapter, while in the third Craig Evans reflects on their
Jewish background.

In the second section, Morna Hooker treats the kingdom parables in Mark,
while Donald Hagner does so for Matthew and Richard Longenecker for Luke.
The third section highlights two Matthean parables (one with a Lukan parallel)
of warning and preparedness presented by Allan Martens and Richard France.
Finally, three groups of parables from Luke and two from Matt//Luke on Chris-
tian life are reviewed by Stephen Barton (God's Love and Forgiveness), Stephen
Wright (Poverty and Riches), Walter Liefeld (Prayer), Sylvia Keesmaat (Strange
Neighbors and Risky Care), and Michael Knowles (Discipleship).

The scholarly discussion throughout this work is consistently impressive
and outweighs the pastoral material, which ranges from general to specific, with
Keesmaat providing perhaps the most detailed pastoral suggestions. One won-
ders how different the overall picture might have been if the scholars included
had come from more diverse backgrounds. Readers hoping to find specific appli-
cations to their own situations may be disappointed, but that is not necessarily
a deficiency. What this work does do is to provide an intelligible exposition of
scholarly material on the parables, some direction toward pastoral application,
and, like the parables themselves, a challenge to the reader to make a personal
application.

Veronica Koperski, SFCC

Christopher Begg. Josephus' Story of the Later Monarchy (AJ 9,1–10,185)
(Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium, 145). Leuven:
Leuven University Press/Peeters, 2000. x + 708 pp.; BEF 3000, / 75.
ISBN 90-429-0785-1.

Born in 37 AD as Joseph ben Matthias and raised as a member of an impor-
tant family in Jerusalem, Flavius Josephus fulfilled a leading role in the Galilean
upsurge against the Romans in 66 AD. After the capture of Jotapata he became
the prisoner of the Roman general Vespasian. When the latter became emperor
three years later, he released Josephus. During the siege of Jerusalem he stood
at the side of Vespasian's son Titus and acted as a go-between, trying to 
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convince the rebels to give up. After the fall of Jerusalem in 70 AD, Josephus went
to Rome where he stayed and acquired citizenship. There he also composed his
writings. These, like his life, reflect a certain ambiguity, moving between his
Jewish origins and his sympathy for the Romans. This is very clear in his work
On the Jewish War, in which he describes not only the war itself and its outcome
but also the events that caused it, as far back as the troubles in Judea under
Antiochus IV Epiphanes in 170 BC. Sympathy for both the Jewish and the
Roman cause and culture as well as an apologetic defense of his ambiguous role
are also present in the autobiographical Life of Joseph and his writing Against
Appion. The latter is an attempt to react against the prejudices that existed against
the Jewish law and cultic practices. The ambiguity and apologetical tendency are
present in the Jewish Antiquities too. This work is a history of Israel in 20 books,
from the Creation to the beginning of the revolt against Rome (66 BC).

In the book under review, basically a collection of thoroughly reworked arti-
cles, Begg studies Josephus' presentation of Israel's history from the later years of
Jehoshaphat's reign, through the immediate sequels, to the Babylonian capture
of Jerusalem as found in books 9 and the first part of book 10 of the Jewish
Antiquities (AJ 9,1–10,185). Thus, it is a sequel to his previous monograph, which
dealt with Josephus' account of the period between the deaths of Solomon and
Achab in the second part of the eighth book, Josephus' Account of the Early Divided
Monarchy (AJ 8,212-420). Rewriting the Bible (BETL, 108), Leuven, 1993. The
author's purpose and method is the same in both books: to trace how Josephus
used his biblical sources, as represented by the following textual witnesses: the
Masoretic text of the Hebrew bible, the Dead Sea Scrolls, Codex Vaticanus and
the Antiochene manuscripts of the Septuagint, the Vetus Latina and the Tar-
gums. The questions Begg addresses are twofold: on the one hand, he wants to
determine which (almost exclusively biblical) sources Josephus was actually using
and what their exact wording was. On the other hand, he wants to assess how
Josephus dealt with these sources: which principles governed his rewriting of the
biblical text? In which respects might Josephus' account of the later monarchical
period be called distinct vis à vis that of his sources? And, finally, how determi-
native was the intended audience of cultivated Gentiles and fellow Jews for this
process of rewriting the Bible? Thus the book endeavours to contribute both to
Flavius Josephus-studies and to the textual criticism of the Old Testament.

The book opens with a brief introduction, followed by 24 chapters in
which Josephus' text is closely followed and systematically commented upon. At
the end there are a general conclusion, a bibliography and rich indices. Thus,
the lion's share of the book is devoted to a close analysis of the Josephus text and
a comparison with its sources. For these detailed analyses Begg has conveniently
broken down the text of Josephus into smaller units, which makes it easier for
the reader to follow. Nevertheless, Begg demands a lot of concentration from his
readers. This is a scholarly study, not a book one can read through in one
evening. Yet Begg's research yields much more than a mass of detailed observa-
tions. The most important results of his study can be summarized as follows.

As to the sources used by Josephus, Begg shows that the parallel segments
2 Kings 1-25 and 2 Chronicles 19-36 provide the general framework. They are
usually closely followed, with a systematic preference for the source that contains
the most extensive treatment of the matter to be described. Besides the histori-
cal books, Josephus now and then also used some of the prophetic books (Jonah,
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Nahum, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel) as well as some extra-biblical sources (inter
alia Herodotus and Berossus), the latter giving his work a somewhat more cos-
mopolitan flavour. As to which biblical text-form Josephus was using, there is
enough evidence to conclude that his biblical sources derived from several dif-
ferent sources: the Masoretic text, the Septuagint and Targums for 2 Kings 1-25
and 2 Chronicles 19-36 as well as for the prophetic books, though in the latter
case the textual basis is rather small. These conclusions are in agreement with
the ones Begg reached with regard to AJ 8,212-420 in his previous monograph.

Furthermore, Begg's analysis shows how Josephus, in his rewriting of the
sources, makes use of the full array of techniques at his disposal: additions and
expansions, omissions and abridgments, rearrangements, modifications and
adaptations. The result is a much richer and fuller account than the one in the
Bible. Since open endings, unanswered questions and unexplained lacunae are
smoothed away, it is also a less patchy one. Moreover, there is an evident con-
cern to give a more dramatic turn to events; persons are portrayed better or
worse than they are in the Bible. Thanks to the inclusion of extra-biblical
sources, Jewish history is situated in the broader international context. All this
is no coincidence: Josephus' account is aiming to satisfy two radically different
segments of his readership: cultivated Gentiles and Jewish readers. Begg's
general conclusion is worth quoting: “…, Josephus makes his retelling of the his-
tory of the later monarchy an effective, purposeful vehicle for the messages he
wishes to convey to his double (and antagonistic) publics. On the other hand,
however, he also manages to provide all his readers with what is (for the most
part) a quite faithful reproduction of the story told by the Bible itself, as
promised by him in AJ 1,17. Such a multi-facetted achievement calls, I think,
for both admiration and respect. Throughout the segment studied here – as in
AJ overall – Josephus shows himself a literary juggler of no little skill” (p. 635).

Johan Leemans

David L. Schindler. Heart of the World, Center of the Church: Communio
Ecclesiology, Liberalism, and Liberation. Grand Rapids, MI / Edinburgh:
W. B. Eerdmans / T. & T. Clark, 1996. xvii + 322 pp.; $37.50. ISBN
0-8028-3809-X.

In this innovative work, the editor of Communio: International Catholic
Review explores the question of the Christian’s mission to the world. Schindler
first introduces the two important perspectives which emerged after the Second
Vatican Council: liberation theology and neo-conservatism. It is well known
that the former position has been criticised by the official ecclesial organs for
blurring the distinction between world and Church. Careful not to fall into an
‘integralist’ identification of liberation and salvation, Schindler nevertheless
appreciates the stress on the social consequences of the Church’s relation to the
world. This is exactly the lacuna he observes in the neo-conservative theologies
which plea for a ‘Catholic liberalism’. Especially after the fall of communism,
this theological tendency is widespread. Schindler, however, claims the latter’s
dualistic view of the Church-world relation does not correspond with recent
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pontifical documents that plea for an ‘authentic theology of human liberation’
(Centesimus Annus, 26).

Starting from Pope John Paul II’s and Hans Urs von Balthasar’s interpretation
of the Second Vatican Council’s ecclesiology, Schindler proposes an alternative
model beyond dualism and integralism. Regarding the Church-world problem, a
new understanding of the Church as communio points to an intrinsic relation that
nonetheless respects the distinctness of both partners. The Church’s vocation is to
be the forma mundi: the Church has to provide the fundamental shape of the world.
More exactly, the role of the Church as communio is to figure the trinitarian com-
munio as revealed in the historical form of Jesus Christ. This may sound like another
old-style integralism. Schindler, however, links communio to the hypostatic union,
understood as the nuptial relation between the two natures in Jesus Christ. This
spousal communio is the fundamental model for the relation between Christ and
his Bride, the Church, and, analogically, between Church and world. Like love,
communion implies an ever-deeper union while maintaining the integrity of the dis-
tinct lovers. Church and world can be related to each other without the absorption
of either. Besides this spousal metaphor, Schindler’s other tool to protect differences
is the principle of analogy, used in Balthasar’s sense – i.e., stressing within the tra-
ditional concept the aspect of the ever-greater difference between the two terms.

Schindler’s book contextualizes this general communio model: in search of
the implications of this ecclesiology, it confronts this line of thought with the
context of ‘neo-conservative theology’. In particular, Schindler questions their
way of reconciling Anglo-American liberalism and contemporary Catholic the-
ology. He does not accept an easy division of labour between liberal public insti-
tutions and private theological convictions. Neo-conservatives indeed accept the
liberal framework and restrict their task to adding Christian values to the in se neu-
tral institutions. Obviously, liberalism claims to have no dogmas, no substantial
contents: it is said to deliver only purely formal, neutral, ‘empty’ structures. Here
Schindler makes a theological manoeuvre that is inspired by Alasdair MacIntyre’s
philosophical approach in Whose Justice? Which Rationality? (1988). Schindler
suspects liberalism of bearing a hidden ontology and even theology. The so-
called neutrality in fact hides specific options and a worldview. Once this implied
logic is made explicit, the real challenge of this communio ecclesiology becomes
clear. Schindler analyses cases of Catholic liberalism in the spheres of politics
(J. C. Murray’s defence of a liberal concept of religious freedom and pluralism),
economics (G. Weigel’s, R. J. Neuhaus’, and M. Novak’s support of capitalism)
and the academy (T. Hesburgh on the Catholic University). This shows how a
lack of awareness of liberalism’s underlying logic creates unintended ambiva-
lences. Liberalism’s worldview turns out to be fundamentally opposed to the
Catholic view of the world as called to communion and love. The liberal ontol-
ogy can be described in terms of instrumentalism, mechanism, dualism, false
autonomy, secularism, and materialism. Liberalism’s basic paradigm is the
machine (cf. Descartes and Francis Bacon). Communio ecclesiology, on the other
hand, starts from the human person and her/his capacity to love: its paradig-
matic figure is Mary (who is the paradigm of the Church). The Christian’s fun-
damental experience is the mother’s smile towards her child. In several compli-
cated case studies, Schindler evokes how, from the very beginning, liberalism
blocks the concept of reality as gift, the idea of creativity rooted in an anterior
receptivity. This calls forth a strong theological reaction.
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All this does not imply a straightforward condemnation of liberalism:
Schindler’s only purpose is to disentangle its positive achievements from the
liberal metaphysics that prescribes a certain metaphysical concept of freedom.
What is at stake, is the ultimate meaning of the person and the world. Schindler’s
claim is that to give ontological priority to the idea of communio has profound
implications in all spheres of being. To introduce some of the issues, the second
part of the book offers a constructive approach towards a ‘genuine theology of
human liberation.’ Schindler applies the idea of communio to the academy, to the
contemplation-action problem, to the role of gender (in particular the feminine)
in Western civilization, and to an enriched version of Thomistic philosophy.

In recent systematic theology only John Milbank’s Theology and Social The-
ory: Beyond Secular Reason equals the bravura of this work. Heart of the World,
Center of the Church can be regarded as its essential complement, although less
provocative. However, in view of Schindler’s nuanced style, it is even more
thought-provoking. Schindler’s impressively logical argumentation is complex,
but always clear. More than Milbank, he introduces us into the theological depth
and subtlety of the problematic relation of (post)modern Christianity to the
world. Moreover, Schindler offers us a brilliant insight into the attitude of the
papacy towards the hegemonic liberal theory.

Schindler’s ambition to offer an all-embracing theological perspective on
the major spheres of today’s world is, methodologically spoken, a risky enterprise.
‘Reason informed by faith’ easily ends up in category mistakes. Theology is nei-
ther politics, nor economics. Fortunately, Schindler’s skilful use of the principle
of analogy guarantees that his intersections respect the distinctness of the spheres,
and, at the same time, establish relations that are radically asymmetrical and
nonetheless mutually internal. This Balthasarian use of analogy is probably one
of the missing links in Milbank’s rather superficial concept of participation.

Schindler’s nuanced position concerning the relation between theology and
world contrasts with his monolithic description of contemporary Western culture.
His dark picture of today’s ‘culture of death’ risks falling into a too simplistic dual-
istic sketch. Maybe a deeper insight into today’s world can be gained by a dialogue
with contemporary social sciences. This perspective is totally lacking in his book.

A fundamental remark concerns the relation between logic and reality.
Schindler’s ‘theological hermeneutics of suspicion’ looks for the first principles
that shape life and thought. He presupposes a kind of self-evident link between
ideology and praxis, which in our days is philosophically highly problematic.
Here the question of mediation comes to the fore: this is the domain of aes-
thetics. I am curious to read how America’s most eminent Balthasar scholar
would tackle this problem. But that would be another book.

Yves de Maeseneer

Daniel A. Dombrowski & Robert Deltete. A Brief, Liberal, Catholic Defense
of Abortion. Urbana/Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2000. 158 pp.;
$19.95. ISBN 0-252-02550-4.

This book is based upon a simple premise, namely, that the entire oppo-
sition to abortion that is present in the Catholic tradition is founded upon one
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of only two possible arguments. The first is referred to by the authors as the
“ontological position” and the second as the “perversity position.” According to
the first, the fetus supposedly enjoys the same status as a fully grown human
being, while, according to the second, abortion represents an offense against the
“true function of sex.”

The claim of the book is that it is the second position that constitutes the
“traditional grounds in Catholicism for opposition to abortion” and is really
what is – or should be – at issue here. The “ontological position” is supposedly
defeated through historical and philosophical arguments. Historically, one can
make a case for saying that it is only relatively recently that the Church has held
to the ‘human' status of the fetus. Citations abound from the ancients as well
as from the scholastics to the effect that the fetus was only considered to be
human after a certain period of time or when it began to move (quickening, thus
the theory of delayed hominization). Philosophically, one could cogently debate
that what a thing ‘is' may be related to its history, but cannot be established on
the basis of a future that has not yet happened. These arguments are briefly sup-
plemented with an appeal to a “concept of divine omniscience” in which God
knows possibilities and probabilities, but not really any ‘facts'. Entering into
debate with any of these positions might prove ‘stimulating', but the issues will
probably never be resolved.

In regard to the “perversity position,” the authors appear satisfied with the
proposition that this can easily be dismissed on the grounds of “a defective view
of sexual ethics.” A whole chapter is dedicated to what the authors call “a defen-
sible sexual ethic” in which the “perversity position” is described as that per-
spective which demands that all sexual relations must be within marriage and
somehow open to the possibility of procreation. Their alternative is something
based upon “mutual, agapic respect,” an idea that would have been more appeal-
ing were it not presented in the context of attempting to defend abortion.

Finally, the authors turn to John Rawls concept of “liberalism” to defend
a position that they believe is ultimately compatible with Catholicism and can
permit one to be a “qualified supporter of the morality of abortion.” In their
interpretation, liberalism merely describes a situation in which competing views
about morality are tolerable. When they couple this with their own interpreta-
tion of probabilism, in which doubt creates freedom, the door is open to toler-
ating abortion before the “development of sentiency” which they consider to be
the “morally relevant threshold.”

All of this represents a curious exercise of logic and speculation that might
even be convincing were it not for the fact that the entire issue of abortion is
not really about ‘logic and speculation'. What the issue represents is a symbolic
crystallization of value judgments, and even these are not just about viable or
not viable, sentient or non-sentient fetuses. The value judgements we embody
in our decisions demonstrate who we are and what we are about. I doubt that
the authors of this small text gave much attention to this point.

Joseph A. Selling
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Sarah Jane Boss. Empress and Handmaid: On Nature and Gender in the
Cult of the Virgin Mary. London/New York: Cassell/Continuum, 2000.
x + 253 pp.; £45.00, $57.95. ISBN 0-304-33926-1.

One of the most fascinating and original treatments of the cult of the Vir-
gin Mary in recent years, in the same league as Marina Warner's Alone of All Her
Sex (1976), Els Maeckelberghe's Desperately Seeking Mary (1991) and Sally Cun-
neen's In Search of Mary (1996), this book by Sarah Jane Boss deserves careful
and serious attention. Based upon the author's 1993 doctoral dissertation, the
argument proceeds along several converging lines. In the high Middle Ages Mary
was often depicted as the Queen of Heaven, or Seat of Wisdom, enthroned in
majesty yet with a strong hint of mystery. Mary embodies the profound dignity
of the God-bearer, the one whose flesh has incarnated the Divine, the nurtur-
ing mother who suckles the Son of God himself. The image radiates sacred
power, a power inherent in the particularity of the image itself. Mary represents
creation in right relation to and in continuity with its Creator. So how did pop-
ular piety change, over the centuries, to embrace a verbal and visual image of
Mary which bespeaks humility rather than authority, a spiritualized subordina-
tion in preference to sacred power, and emptiness rather than fullness? The locus
of the shift, to oversimplify the author's argument slightly, can be found in the
radical alteration of consciousness brought by the scientific revolution, with its
assumption of domination over nature, and the concomitant association of the
male with mastery and the female with mastered ‘nature.'

Employing the analysis of domination elaborated by the ‘Frankfurt School,'
the author charts the process of the decline in the rich fleshly meaning of the
motherhood of Mary as her intimate organic participation in the mystery of
salvation. Already visible at the time of the Reformation, and accelerating under
the cultural influence of the scientific revolution, the position of Mary as queen
of heaven weakened from one of awe into ‘assent': she became simply the cho-
sen instrument of God, spiritual mother of Christians, spouse identified with the
Church, and moral example. A split developed between the veneration of Mary
and the worship of God and of Christ. As a result, a sort of competition devel-
oped between the two, reflecting a radical discontinuity in the relation between
Creator and creation, a creation now seen as raw material to be claimed,
exploited, brought under absolute human control and made to produce, by
means of technology, and by force if necessary.

The author presents clear explanations of the key concepts of dualism and
domination, the latter explained more fully in an appendix. The identification
of the dominator with the male principle, and the dominated “other” as nature
and the female principle, is already well explored in feminist theory. What is new
here is the radical change in the paradigmatic function of Mary: “The modern
image of the Madonna as a humble young girl at prayer signifies on the one
hand a Christian culture in which the created order is seen as very distant from
its Creator, and on the other hand a wider society in which ‘nature' is supposed
to be ever more subordinate to control by human invention.” (p. 15) This
emerges with a shock already in the introduction when the author sets up a
series of parallels between the human and dignified figure of Mary in medieval
devotion, and the dehumanization and objectification of women's bodies ram-
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pant in our own time, in a mild form in commercial advertising and a virulent
form in pornography.

(One small critical note on the old rite of the churching of women after child-
birth: while offering thanksgiving for a safe delivery represented the conventional
pastoral explanation and justification for the rite, the theme of purification from
the ‘contamination' caused by childbirth persisted throughout history as its
covert driving force, until numbers of women began to refuse the rite and it fell
into disuse by the 1960's: see p. 194).

After reading this book, Louvain Studies readers and Leuven alumni might
never look at the Sedes Sapientiae in quite the same way again. For the better.

Susan K. Roll

Anscar J. Chupungco (ed.) Handbook for Liturgical Studies. V: Liturgical
Time and Space. Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press/Pueblo Books, 2000.
xxvi + 420 pp.; $49.95. ISBN 0-8146-6165-3.

This fifth volume in the comprehensive series Handbook for Liturgical Stud-
ies from the Pontifical Liturgical Institute offers an assortment of articles linked
to different historical and theological aspects of the temporal and sanctoral feasts,
and of worship space. The scope of the articles stretches nicely over liturgical
practice in East and West, and among rites of the non-Roman West. The first,
major section of five articles (two by Robert Taft, three by Rubén Leikam) is
devoted to the evolution and theology of the Liturgy of the Hours. The second
section contains a spectrum of articles by different authors on the liturgical year
as such, the cult of Mary, the cult of the saints and a theology of the liturgical
year. While generally helpful and accurate, in places the text could have
been considerably strengthened by attention to serious new scholarship. The
section on the celebration of Easter sketches the content of the homily of Melito
of Sardis as a theological source, without referring to the recent work of Karl
Gerlach which casts it in a rather different light as a polemical text. Similarly,
the account of the three theories (in most of the literature two theories, but
three would be more accurate) for the origins of Christmas is drawn substan-
tially from sources dating from the 1930's through the 1960's, and does not
account for the paucity of hard proof for many of the conventional assumptions
on which these theories rest. There would still have been sufficient scope in the
space of this relatively short summary of the question to cite from the newest
research.

A relatively short, much too short, third section presents contributions on
the dedication of a church and church architecture, as well as a very good theo-
logical analysis of liturgical space by Cettina Militello. American readers in par-
ticular could have been helped by an in-depth treatment of current issues in
liturgical space since the recent promulgation of new national guidelines on
church architecture, and at least one regrettable instance of controversial outside
interference brought to bear on a bishop in the renovation of his diocesan cathe-
dral.

This book would serve best as a reference work which provides authorita-
tive background to the topics covered. The historical portions of each section
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can provide a summary for students or scholars seeking an overall idea of the
terrain. The theological summaries are written with solid depth and are valu-
able in themselves. Carefully adherent to the relevant policy documents and
conventional source materials, the book as a whole breaks little or no new
ground, and perhaps did not intend to do so.

The general introduction inadvertently illustrates that it is high time for
new thinking on liturgical time. The old dualistic models of sacred time such as
chronos and kairos worked well on a flat earth with a basically hierarchical and
spatial sense of transcendence and of the meaning of divine presence among
humankind. This is our Christian heritage, the foundation of scripture and much
of tradition, and can justly be revered as such. Having said that, however, we can
move forward and begin to rethink what God's presence in time can mean in
view of contemporary physics, and in view of the different modalities of experi-
enced time, both personal and cultural. The lived experience of time is funda-
mentally embodied, not in one text or one norm, but in a multiplicity of bod-
ies; not in an either/or model but spread across a rich spectrum of dynamic
possibilities. Transcendence and immanence both belong to God, and both
shape time in varying degrees, no longer as mututally-exclusive absolutes, but
dialogically. The journey (and ‘journey' works well as a metaphor for liturgical
time) of theologians, liturgical specialists and worshipers in the pews toward a
fuller understanding of God's living presence in time could be about to take a
grand leap forward.

Susan K. Roll
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